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Newsletter Take 2 !
Hi everyone - we are resending the newsletter to incorporate an updated
version of the Commerative Guideline - Inaugural RegTech Awards
(2021)...thanks for your understanding and enjoy!

Click on button to forward this issue to a friend or colleague
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Like its predecessor 2020, 2021 was a year that was filled with massive amounts of upheaval to
the way we live, work and socialize. Just when we thought that we would be able to sail into 2022
with a sense of optimism about what the future holds, Omicron, the fifteenth letter of the Greek
alphabet, took on a whole new meaning when it was the name assigned to the latest variant of the
coronavirus to bring considerable amounts of disruption to our lives. Some things are within our
ability to effect change, but more often than not, change is forced upon us by a series of external
factors over which we have little control. Proactively managing risks and exhibiting resilience in
recovering from setbacks is really crucial to our own wellbeing.
These same principles apply to the financial services industry where change comes frequently
from external forces in the form of new regulatory compliance obligations. One of the key
objectives when establishing the Canadian RegTech Association (CRTA) just over three years ago
was to be a vocal champion for the use of new and innovative technology solutions within financial
institutions, to operate more efficiently and to enhance the effectiveness of their regulatory
compliance resources and processes. Over this past year, we’ve heard from many in our RegTech
community that organizations are progressing well in transforming from legacy, manually intensive
compliance processes to adopting new technology solutions, many of which have been conceived
and built and brought to market by visionary Canadian entrepreneurs. You can learn more about
some of these firms and their founders in the newly published digital commemorative book that
recognizes the winners of the inaugural 2021 Canadian RegTech Awards - a link to access this
guide can be found further on in this month's newsletter.
At this time of year we will quite often read the predictions and forecasts from others about what
the future may hold or what are the emerging trends that are expected to move into the
mainstream? Here at the CRTA we see 3 key themes in 2022 that will be front and center with all
constituencies in the ecosystem (regulators, regulated entities, and technology solution and
services providers) - these are Environmental, Social, Governance (ESG) - the emerging
reporting frameworks, climate impact to finance, carbon pricing. AI Governance - and the
emergence of common standards and tools for managing the inherent risks, and Technology
Risk - which speaks to the ability of firms to adequately manage technology risks including
emanating from Cyber, Cloud, Data Risk and more. You can be sure that in developing our
programs and thought leadership in collaboration with our members community, these three
themes will be prominent throughout the year. Although these 3 themes will be prominent
throughout 2022, we will continue to listen to our members on key topics and follow regulatory
trends that are impacting the Canadian ecosystem.
As always, if you have suggestions on topics or themes that you would like to see covered in our
programming and publications - please send me a note via paul@canadianregtech.ca
Thank you for reading,
Paul Childerhose
Member of the Board
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Commemorative Guide - Inaugural
Canadian RegTech Awards (2021)

One of the new, marquee events that our
Association developed last year was the
inaugural Canadian RegTech Awards. This event
was an opportunity to shine the spotlight on both
individuals and companies that are making a
positive impact within the regtech ecosystem
through their leadership and innovative solutions
that are being adopted by financial institutions
both in Canada and beyond.
To recognize this event and the award winners,
our judges and our sponsors - Ernst & Young
(EY), AWS, Invest Northern
Ireland, Collibra and CGI - the CRTA is pleased
to share with you a commemorative digital book
that includes all the highlights from the evening.
We welcome any feedback, questions or
suggestions that you may have about the Awards
program. Additional details about the event can
be found here.
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2021 In Review
2021 was a year of convergence with regulators accepting technology as a means for more
effective compliance and Financial Institutions expanding their usage by implementing more
creative solutions. There was no shortage of topics to discuss in 2021 and we don't see this
changing in 2022. Follow this highlight reel and have a look back on our 2021 program activities and if you missed it - visit our media library at www.canadianregtech.ca or listen to our RegTech
Round Up Podcast on your favourite channel.
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New CRTA Strategic Advisor
We welcome Parham Naserri, CFA as our most
recent addition to the CRTA advisory team.
Parham is Vice President, Regulatory Strategy
and Partnerships at InvestorCOM Inc, a leading
provider of regulatory compliance software and
communication solutions in the financial services
industry. Parham has been a strong supporter of
the CRTA and participated in our RegTech Round
Up podcast "Client Focused Reforms - Tick the
Box or Strategic Opportunity?" in 2021. You will
be able to hear from him again this month in an
upcoming podcast as he discusses his views on
trends and opportunities in Wealth for 2022.
Learn more about all the distinguished CRTA
Strategic Advisors and Industry
Advocates here on the CRTA website.
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Armadillo specialises in providing Regtech and Compliance information and services for all financial and
legally regulated businesses. The company has developed one of the most comprehensive datasets in
the world for KYC and due diligence purposes. In addition, its innovative systems, including its flagship
end-to-end automated RegTech platform the “Armadillo Hub”, are globally recognized. Armadillo is
recognized in FinTech Global’s prestigious RegTech 100 list for both 2021 and 2022.
Learn more here from Emmanuel Cohen, CEO and Founder.
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MEMBERS ONLY WORKSHOP
OSFI Technology and Cyber Risk Management (B-13) Guidelines
CRTA Members are invited to attend a closed door session on January 18, 2021 from 3-4:30pm to
discuss OSFI’s recent consultation on cyber risk.
If you would like to attend, please contact Donna Bales at : donna@canadianregtech.ca
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UPCOMING PODCASTS - STAY TUNED

Regulation and Opportunities of Digital Assets
(with Torstein Braaten of Bitbuy and Joe
Schifano of Eventus Systems)
Wealth Management Trends in 2022
(with Parham Nasseri of InvestorCOM)

CURRENT PODCASTS
See all current podcasts at RegTech Round Up
Also available at your favorite podcast providers
including Spotify and Apple podcasts.
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Lori Weir, CEO & Co-Founder of long time CRTA
member Four Eyes Financial, was named one of
the 2021 5-Star Leading Women in Wealth
by wealthprofessional.ca.
Congratulations, Lori !
Read about this prestigious recognition here.

Tyler Derr, Chief Technology and Product Officer
at Broadridge Inc.has been named to The Top 25
FinTech Product Executives of 2021 by The
Financial Technology Report.
Congratulations, Tyler !
Read about the award here.

See what other CRTA members have been up to recently:
WonderFi Technologies Inc. to acquire Bitbuy
FLINKS Launches Open Banking Environment with National Bank
Alveo selected as FiDaaS provider by consulting firm Tech Mahindra
CUBE partners with MetricStream on client compliance capabilities
Quantexa partners with Accenture to drive transformational change
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Data Consultant Karim Jessani from Kainos shares insights from participating in the CRTA
2021 Annual Event panel on Data Governance and the Cloud
CUBE explores the possibility of carbon taxes for financial institutions
Co-founder and CTO of Minerva.AI, Damian Tran, discusses how AI leads to a faster,
cleaner AML process
Alveo CEO Mark Hepsworth discusses Optimizing the Management of Market and
Reference Data
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CYBERFUTURES VIRTUAL
CONFERENCE 2022
A.J. Khan, Founder and CEO of cybersecurity
firm Cyberstrategiez Inc will be producing and
hosting this virtual conference on January 26.
See event and registration details here.
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CRTA is proud to have such innovative firms in the community. If you are a CRTA member and
would like to share am event in the news, a new technology or thought leadership in the RegTech
Exclusive, contact us here!

NEW ANNOUNCEMENTS IMPACTING THE CANADIAN REGTECH ECOSYSTEM

OSFI has published its Blueprint for Transformation 2022-2025. See how OSFI plans to transform,
in face of intensifying uncertainty, so that the public’s confidence in a sound financial system
remains unwavering.
OSFI Superintendent Peter Routledge delivered remarks on OSFI's transformation, at the RBC
Capital Markets Canadian Bank CEO Conference on January 10, 2022.
This past summer, OSFI reached out to federally regulated financial institutions to get their views
on operational risk and resilience and related risks including technology and cyber risks. See the
results of OSFI's consultation in its Operational Resilience Consultation Summary.

CYBERSECURITY

ESG

BIS podcast discusses cyber resilience

BIS publishes the results of a survey on
sustainable finance data for central banks

ECONOMY
CAPITAL MARKETS

OSFI maintains status quo on mortgage stress

BIS sets up task force on cross-border payments

test qualifying rate
OSFI Superintendent Peter Routledge comments
on the purpose of the stress test qualifying rate
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If you were forwarded this newsletter, and wish to directly receive The RegTech Exclusive
monthly, SUBSCRIBE here. Cancel anytime.

Have questions or suggestions on The RegTech Exclusive ? Click here to contact us

"Actively lead proactive, progressive dialogue amongst industry,
innovators, and policy makers...."
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